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ABSTRACT 

The given article explain the overall view on concepts and applications of software defined network. The term 

SDN lets network managers optimize, configure, manage and secure network resources in a quick manner by 

automatic, dynamic SDN programs. As the program do not depend on proprietary software, so these be written 

themselves. Moreover, this paper elucidates a review on the ways by which SDN can make the drive possible for 

the development of network function virtualization. Finally this kind of networking is definitely more secure and 

reliable. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

SDN is a direct approach to build the kind of computer networks which separates and abstracts elements of the 

systems. Networks in this era consist of two planes. The data plane and control plane. The term data plane is the 

hardware which is authoritative to make forward decisions. On the other hand, control plane performs hardware 

functionalities and all the programming of networking devices for instance switches and routers in the same 

system. SDN generally meant to describe the fact that the static architecture of traditional networks do not 

support scalable computing, dynamic and storage needs more modern computing ambience such as data centers 

[1]. This process takes place while decoupling or disassociating the system. SDN in a common way was linked 

with open flow protocol. It will probably make networks more dynamic, flexible and cost efficient by greatly 

simplifying the complexity of operations. it is an alarming task to design and manage computer networks [6].  

This is only because of high profile of Complication involved in this process. The different confrontation linked 

with management and transformation arises due to the strong pairing between data plane and control plane of 

network. Network operators must commute high level composition in a standard way. To treat this situation, the 

thought of programmable networks has been urged. The assistance of this can be done by formation  where 

formation get from  network services via program indispensable and  entities  of network and persuading 

variation in network management ,which uses few different types of open network. It show results flexibility of 

network, which further adept to operate as   per the demands of user in a direct analogy [2]. SDN is also known 

as a new paradigm of programmable network. It also shows variation in the overall process of network 

management by simply presenting an abstraction which ramify the control plan from data plan. A software 

control program, that is indicated as controller has review of the total network by this access. Moreover, it is 

also responsible for decision making whereas the hardware can simply follow the instruction of controller for 

forwarding packets to their original destination. The networking community generally center on definite 
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research of dissociating of   centralized control which is taken from underlying data plane. It is very quick 

method and highly refine management and evolution of network in various ways, therefore have number of 

benefits, for instance, even in the absence of provoking unrelated network traffic where protocols and 

applications are examined and deployed with the help of network. 

Apart form this; there could be introduction of additional infrastructure without any quarrel. Additionally, 

without any effort, middleboxes  are combined into the software control. The obstacles that have been limelight, 

adjusting the core of cellular networks for so long. It  is a usual review of SDN, which have been apparent to 

paradigm of SDN and also developed for those which needs to survey past, present and future of SDN with the 

help of discussions and illustrations commenced  pursuer to apprehend the ways and reasons of SDN to move 

paradigms with a view to design by managing  of network. To recognize the potential welfare, which has s 

tender for example network operators and researches[3]. 

The chapter eventuate by viewing a discursive information of programmed networks. The  evolvement of SDN 

is quite latest, ideas are not only true but can be changed simply. So, reader will get a good consideration of 

encouragement and another solutions by simply overviewing the history. The following sections of this chapter 

pay emphasis on elementary units of SDN. Thereby showing various designs and accessions of implementation, 

it represent the abstraction of controller which provides outline of art. SDN programming languages can be 

overviewed differently, it also simplifies the process by which the communication of control and data plane can 

be accomplished as a result of intelligible API. Furthermore, it also put efforts on focusing the distinction of 

SDN to other linked but evident technologies. For example, network visualization . in addition to this, the 

presenting examples of current SDN illustrations make it possible for the reader to figure out the advantages of 

availing SDN to make strong appliances. The effect of SDN has on both industry as well as on academic 

associations is ventilated in the ending of the chapter and it also presents miscellaneous work batches and 

research community[4] [5]. Time is used to explain motivations and goals. Consecutively displays at which 

point the current research intensify, which SDN ideas are related with universal approval and the type of trends, 

which can be probably commute in particular area in future. 

 

II.  SDN SWITCHES 

Likewise, Net Managers and Creators are programmed and configured by an ease as they are represented with 

homogeneous environment. The SDN model is suitable to a broad range of applications Network Framework is 

deliberated an important part of network in the standard networking paradigm. Functionalities that would be 

needed for the operations of network is enclosed through each network device. Telecommunication should have 

well maintained hardware and software without using cable connection and forwarding packets in order to 

prosecute approach control respectively. 

However, just because of the closed of network devices, the dynamic variations in their behavior is not a trivial 

task. The main problem with SDN switching, SDN switch which is used to send rules, where they are non 

complex than conventional networks is SDN by forwarding packets and packets are considered as multiple files 

as shown in Fig. 1 .For instance, point of supply and objective etc. due to this switching hardware not able to get 

tangle with the flow of packets as well as by managing of packets in an easy manner. ASICs using TCAM are 

necessary for forwarding operations to be quick. These kind of specially designed hardware is very costly as 
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well as power consuming which they results in a forwarding schemes in definite group of forwarding process 

which can be contained in each and every switch prohibiting in the scalability of network. By Originating a 

subsidiary CPU for switching or at any place which is done to execute operations of data plane along with 

control plane is the only approach to confront this. The concern of hardware restraints are not used to fined 

networks, but also it is used to elongated network which should be wireless and data plane, data plane of 

wireless connection, which need to reassemble. The plan of ramifying control plane from data plane, is directly 

supported by using abstractions of data plane, they are presented with the help of protocols like Open flow.[10]  

The method of disregarding which executed the SDN switches, there should be no confusion in a fact that 

backwards compatibility is a very foremost factor for the sake of new paradigm to achieve fame. Whereas SDN 

switches which fully loose compact control still exists and are referred to as pure. The reason behind the hybrid 

access that is considered at a great success in SDN is the infrastructure which still pursues the traditional 

approach even if the characteristics of SDN represent a captivating resolution. Hence, an ease to the transition of 

SDN will form possibly due to an intermediate hybrid network. 

 

Fig.  1 SDN Architecture 

 

III.  SDN CONTROLLER 

SDN controller are considered mastermind of network in SDN. By maintaining flow control to the switches, this 

application is executed as a decisive control point in the particular network, when it is beneath southbound .APIs 

the same appliance and sense of business in case of a top northbound  APIs just for disposing smart networks. 

The controller have assigned upon allying in the mid of SDN controller regions. As a result of more deploying, 

ordinary application interfaces, like openflow and open virtual switch data base are adopted.  

A set of  “Pluggable” program is included in SDN controller which have ability to accomplish variety of 

network project usually. Inventorying is a kind of elementary task which measures the type of instruments are 

present in the network along with the capacity of every accumulating network statistics etc. To embellish 

function and appear better latest abilities, extensions may be introduced [9]. The illustration of this is running 

algorithm which help to carry out analytics and organizing fresh regulation with the network. 
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The Controller maintain the switches, it accept packets from switch and send to the switches. As shown in the 

given Flow Table, according to rules, an openflow complaint switch should be able to forward packets. 

 

 

                                  

                                   OpenFlow Protocol   

                              

 

 

                                    

 

 

 

 

 

 

IV. ARCHITECTURE 

   The architecture of SDN enumerates at peak level, the reference point and open interfaces that accredit the 

development of software which can manage the connecting power given by group of network resources and the 

flow of traffic of that network which flow through them along with change of traffic inspection that may be 

achieved in the network. Virtualization accedes complex aspects of network resources. These resources can be 

reconcile to a specific applicant or relevance. The SDN architecture enables casting of advancing and preparing 

action, aiding a range of media and types of connectivity. The main objective of SDN is to sustain open 

interfaces and to approve the growth of the software that can restrict the connectivity which is given by a cluster 

of network resources as well as traffic through them. It also maintain attainable inspection and conversion of 

traffic [7]. 

 An SDN architecture consists of six major constituents i.e. The Management plane, control plane, data plane, 

the northbound interfaces, the east west interfaces and the southbound interfaces which are discussed below in 

detail. 

 The management plane is defined as a set of network application which can manage the control logic of a 

software defined network. SDN – approved networks provide flexibility and ease to the chore of enabling new 

applications as well as services like routing, load balancing, policy enforcement or custom application from a 

service provider by using programmability despite of using command line interface. Orchestration and 

automation of the network is also endorsed in management plane via abiding APIs. 

 The control pane is also known as the most enlightened and substantial layer of an SDN architecture. Different 

kinds of rules and strategies are forwarded to the infrastructure layer by one or more controllers included in the 

control plane with the help of southbound interface [8]. 

     POX Controller 

    OpenFlow Switch 

 

          Flow Table  

Rule Action Counters 

Rule Action Counters 

Rule Action Counters 
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 Infrastructure layer is the another name for data plane. The infrastructure layer, therefore shows the expediting 

tools on the network. 

   The southbound APIs are used to communicate with control plane and assistance of receiving the forwarding 

rules and policies so that they can be implemented to the similar devices. Communication within the control 

layer and the management layer are generally group of open source application programming interfaces which is 

endorsed by the northbound interfaces. 

   The southbound interfaces permit interaction in control and data plane. This interaction can be simply explained 

as protocols which abet the controller to exert policies to the forwarding plane. 

 

  4.1 Key Principals 

 Network requirements that mainly include various human processing stages are now explained by SDN 

applications only whether in an inevitable and oblique way. 

 A productive method to precise the full range of consumer requisite is not offered by traditional networks. 

Preferred appeals can be encrypted by packet headers, whereas network providers typically don’t believe 

user traffic markings. 

  As a result, few networks attempt to conclude the users need on their own. Additional prices and 

misclassification might arouse by this. 

  SDN provide the capability for a user to completely specificate its requirements in the context of a trusted 

connection which can be issued. It generally do not disclose data and network state to the applications by 

testing them. 

 SDN applications can oversees network state and acclimate in accordance through SDN access. 

 

V. VIRTULALIZATION  

To perform on abstracted and virtualized resources, SDN control and management should be outlined. Through 

different alternating levels of virtualization, this eventually circumscribes fundamental physical resources. The 

whole process is done by means of a ordinary information model that contains representation of physical 

hardware as a peculiar case.[11] The given clause illuminate the adequacy required to virtualized resources of 

network. 

It is known that the data plan of an SDN is a network or a clutch of nodes that can forward, generate, dissipate, 

conservator or process traffic. Links are interconnected with its nodes which is also called network elements 

(NEs). The network elements provide external data plane ports to customer devices and other networks. 

The reason behind this is that centralized control greatly cause some predicted advantages of SDN. As a 

consequence of this SDN controller probably restrict more than one NE.[12]. 

 

VI. SECURITY  

Because of the basic characteristics and implementation selection of SDN, their safety requirements might be 

dissimilar from classical network. Centralized control might interpret a single high value advantage to attackers, 

as different from a vast quantity of independent assets in a assigned control domain relying on its physical 

implementation. For the reason that logically centralized controllers can have supplementary implementation 
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related vulnerabilities that are invisible to SDN architecture and reasonably to be implemented in distributed 

fashion. In other words, through indicating a distinct safe term between controller and data or application plan 

entities, the SDN controller modled as a single entity by the architecture. While the multiple communication 

session is needed over the absolute implementation. There is anticipation for operator to diminish the danger to 

a logically centralized controller by redistributing SDN controllers in protected computing ambience. 

According to the criteria, on specific interfaces for instance, at physically secured management ports on NEs 

and servers, operands can choose to decrease the protecting limitations. To comprehend the security suggestions 

connected with these kind of implementation selection is very vital. 

In common, if the security and administrative concerns are controllable at scale, with lessen human interference 

during the whole of their life process, security can be made better. 

 

VII. FLEXIBILITY   

Development of network infrastructure near arrays of same boxes encouraged by dissociating of control and 

data plane with all specialized features supported at the outer side of the SDN domain, by a simple method of 

virtualized network functions. It remnants to observe how much of this can be obtained, even though exclusive 

operators and within how much time important investment can be put in locus. 

Heterogeneity is a reality of life in the network, which should be approached by SDN for the ascertainable 

future. The scope of SDN is directly dependent on large variety of network elements. Under the extent of an 

superficial SDN controller, at danger of contradictory adequacies, ways or protocols. In actual, a priority is 

assured in network plan that provide the NE and SDN controller combinely apport the prime feature affluence 

and restrict capability together with the common protocols. A challenge to network virtualization is extended by 

various NE abilities but the fact is that one cannot underestimate that it is not a run time issue, but a service 

planning issue. 

Expulsion within controller and infrastructure usually happens on account of faults or resource accomplishments 

or capacity limitations at run time though unjustified capability department must not occur. It is essential that 

concealed NEs reveal this capabilities to SDN controller, just for inspection. It might also have some potential 

and connectivity destraint that do not need to be reflected upward by secure controller. 

 

VIII.CONCLUSION  

SDN provides assurance to a very bright future to the find of networking by decoupling the control logic from 

data plane and therefore farming the network more scalable and effortless to handle. It also produce a 

heterogeneous and practical network. This is mainly done by restraining under lack-in which nowadays 

patronize organizations. It is also estimated from the previous studies that SDN would probably sort out the 

consequence linked with concurrent networks. As SDN is connected with wired networks, there is major focal 

point on its evolution. Therefore, nothing much can be done about SDN as it appeal to wireless network and the 

security of technology as well. This document represents a survey of the process included to find out the way by 

which SDN and network function virtualization can help driver the overall growth of wireless networks. There 

was also a deep study of applications of SDN in case of cellular and wireless networks. Finally, vulnerabilities 
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related with SDN were confused and exhortation was presented on how create more security and reliability in 

SDN.  
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